
WILLOW CLASS 
Summer Term Newsletter 2022 

Welcome back! We hope that you have all had a wonderful Easter break. We are looking forward 
to another busy and fun term this Summer. Many thanks Miss Neale, Miss Cross and Mrs 

Woodcock.

As part of our History and Geography work this term we 
are going to be exploring everything from ‘Farm to Fork’. 
We will look at where food comes from and how food is 
able to grow in certain conditions. For our History we will 
be looking at historical events and people that are local 
to us. In the second half of the summer term our topic is 
‘Oh I do like to be beside the seaside.’ During this topic 
we will be looking at how the seaside has changed over 
the years from the Victorian times to now. We will also 
use this time to look at the different seas that surround 
the UK.

In Art and D&T we will look at the artist David Hockney 
and the work that he has produced over time. We will use 
his work as inspiration to create our own art pieces.

Our English lessons this term will be focused around 
poetry. We will learn about what a poem is as well as 
looking at a variety of different poems on different 
topics. Finally we will produce or own poems using what 
we have learned.

In Science we will be learning about the seasons, looking 
particularly at Spring and Summer. We will learn about 
the different signs of spring by going on a spring walk to 
see what we can see and hear as well as thinking about 
how things change as we go through the different 
seasons.

In RE we will be learning all about ‘Our Wonderful 
World’. We will be looking at what makes our world a 
special place as well as how and why we should take care 
of it. We will also be looking at the Christian creation 
story and the Hindu creation story.

In Computing the children will continue to explore our 
new chromebooks, working with the google classroom and 
understanding this. We will develop our coding skills, 
creating algorithms to make things work and 
understanding how to decode these too. 

PE and Games Lessons

We are very lucky this half term to be able to take part 
in PE lessons provided by Hull FC. These PE sessions will 
focus on ball handling skills as well as team skills and will 
be taught through a variety of different games. These 
will take place on Fridays which mean that our PE sessions 
this half term will be on Tuesdays and Fridays. 

Please can children continue to come to school in their PE 
kits on these days.

Daily Routine

Each morning the pupils have a phonics session, maths, and 
then English. 

During the afternoons we focus on the Foundation 
subjects, including: History, Geography, RE, Science, PE 

and Music.

Teds and Certificates 
Teds and certificates will be given out to pupils on a 

Friday. 

Other Information 

Reading books will be sent home each night. When reading 
with your child please complete the reading records. 

If you have any resources, books or photographs for 
based on our topic, we would love to see these and we will 

take great care of these. Please feel free to send in 
pictures of your holidays, especially if you have been at 

the beach. 

Many thanks for your continued support. 
Miss Neale, Miss Cross and Mrs Woodcock. 


